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June 2019
Terry was the Campus-to-Campus driver for the noon departure from Lot B on Monday, April 22, 2019. He was loading luggage on the bus when a passenger ran off the bus holding his neck and chest. Terry quickly realized that the man was choking and could not breathe. Terry jumped into action and successfully performed the Heimlich maneuver.

- Terry had never performed the Heimlich before but was calm under pressure.
- After such a stressful situation he was able to continue on with his duties in getting passengers safely to NYC.
- Terry was very humble about the whole situation.
- Terry has been with C2C since it’s beginning and has received numerous phone calls and emails from passengers about his fantastic driving skills and wonderful customer service. They have described him as professional, caring, helpful and friendly, just to name a few.

**Congratulations, Terry!**
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